:137 based on data collected from the eighteenth century up to 1890); Column 13: abduction marriages that in the early twentieth century were rather rarely attested, and could be performed both with a bride's consent (though secretly from her parents), or without it, thus involving an actual abduction :621-2); Column 14: small extended families are also reported; the polygyny was not unknown among the Chuvash prior to their Christianization; however, notwithstanding the generally superfluous character of the latter, the polygyny was not reported at all for the Chuvash by the time of the observation (1908); Columns 17 and 18: v for nuclear families, P for extended ones; u and M were also attested, but extremely rarely; Column 19: however, if a man lived in his father's village, it was forbidden to him to marry a woman from his mother's village (but not his father's [Maksimov 1997 [Maksimov /1908 :176, reporting data collected in 1868]); Column 30: variant H is also reported; Column 34: C refers to the Christian God; the Chuvash were considered to be Christianized, but their Christianization was always rather superfluous (though it still affected family relations, see above note to Column 14), and various pre-Christian religious beliefs remained rather strong, including the ones concerning the polytheistic pantheon, within which the high god, Syuldi-Tora, should be rather coded as A; "it goes without saying that the Chuvash are bad Christians and have a rather vague idea of Christ" (Semenov 190 1:74); Column 39: however, sheep (s) were even a bit more important than cattle (B); horses (E) were also very important; Column 42: the iron metallurgy disappeared among the Chuvash in the seventeenth century after the prohibition imposed by the imperial government on its practice by the native peoples of the Volga-Urals region; Column 47: actually, one observes a combination of a few villages specializing in leather working with unspecialized one in the rest of the villages;
